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in the religious life of Bulgaria became indirect. But Boris's
learned son and ultimate successor, Simeon, trained in Greek
literature at the palace school of Constantinople, incor-
porated the Byzantine ideas and literary forms into the
language of his own country. The books which he ordered
to be translated or adopted were Greek; his Court was copied
from Constantinople. Greeks called him 'half a Greek', but,
if he was so by culture, he was a Nationalist by policy, in
whose reign and at whose instigation Bulgaria for the first
time had a Patriarch of her own—an epoch-making event,
which centuries later affected her relations with Greece and
was one of the causes of the Macedonian question.
Simeon's son and successor, Peter, by his marriage with
the masterful Byzantine Princess, Maria, introduced into
Bulgaria a new and powerful agent of Byzantine culture; his
Court was filled with Greeks and its etiquette modelled on
that of the Empress's birthplace. With the fall of the first
Bulgarian Empire in 1018 under the blows dealt by Basil
'the Bulgar-slayer', who characteristically celebrated the
victory of Byzantium by a service in the christianized
Parthenon, the Church of Our Lady of Athens, Byzantine
influence, temporal and ecclesiastical, again predominated;
the Bulgarian Patriarchate was abolished, and Ochrida, the
place to which it had been transferred from Silistria, Great
Preslav, and Sofia, became the see of a Greek Archbishop,
chosen at Constantinople from the clergy of the capital.
Byzantium, however, found a powerful opposition in the
adherents of the Bogomil heresy—a thorn in the side of both
the Western and Eastern Churches—which, like Welsh
Nonconformity and Irish or Polish Catholicism, identified
itself with the Nationalist Movement, so that a good
Bogomil was also a good Bulgarian. Byzantine persecution,
as usual, furthered the cause of the persecuted, and public
opinion was ripe for rebellion when, in 118 6, the Second
Bulgarian Empire arose out of the confusion of the Byzantine
State. Even then the peasants were taught to believe that the
patron saint of Byzantine Salonica, St. Demetrius, had
emigrated from the great Macedonian city to Trnovo, the
Bulgarian capital, to protect the brothers Asen. But even
under this second Empire with its national rulers the

